Glossary of Signage Terms

Aesthetics: elements of signage that project a particular level of beauty and value, including
aspects of design, color, form, and quality of craftsmanship that appeal to a viewers artistic
sensibilities.
Animated signs: a sign that uses changes in light and color to create the impression of motion,
or that incorporates actual mechanical elements that move. Animated signs may achieve motion
through the use of electrical power or by mechanical means, for instance wind currents. Signs
that flash on and off give the impression of motion, but in animated signs, the motion is more
integral to the design and message.
Awning signs: sign mounted to a building so that it provides information while also serving as
shelter. Or signage, usually a vinyl application, affixed to existing awnings.
Backlighted letters: channel lettering, open-backed or translucent and lit from within or behind,
that throws light back onto the support surface to create a halo effect around the letters.
(Sometimes called silhouette or halo lettering.)
Ballast: the electrified structure that secures and powers fluorescent lamps.
Banners: portable signage made of a light, flexible material like cloth or vinyl that is hung or
strung from hooks or cord. Often used to announce events and openings, banners function well
for short-term signage and in-home use, or can be fabricated out of durable materials for
long-term reuse indoors and out.
Bench signs: lettering and imagery applied to the back section or other surfaces of public
seating, for instance on park benches and bus-stop seating.
Building fascia: the exterior wall of a building, rising from ground level to the roofline eaves
and extending across the full width of the structure.
Building mounted signs: signage hung from or affixed to the wall or roof of a building.
Cabinet signs: the frame or external structure of a box-like sign that encloses the various
functional elements of the design, whether electrical or dimensional components.
Canopy signs: sign, like a marquee, constructed or affixed to a building in such a way that it
serves as a canopy over the space below; Or a sign affixed to a canopy.

Carved signs: signs made of wood or synthetic materials with lettering and graphics deeply
gouged into the surface of the substrate. These incise carved elements are usually painted or
gilded with 23K gold leaf.
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Changeable copy panels: a section of an otherwise permanent sign that allows the message
to be amended, updated, or otherwise modified using track lettering or dry erase, etc. Popular
uses include A-frames and menu boards.
Changeable copy signs: signage structure and lettering that provides panel-support or letter
tracks allowing full sign changes and updates. Popular for informational signage and
announcements.
Channel letters: three-dimensional letters, often hollow, and may or may not incorporate a light
source within.
Conforming sign: a sign that is constructed and installed in compliance with design, material,
and construction regulations issued by the municipality in which it appears.
Contrast: the relative difference or variance in tone and color between elements in a sign that
allow each element to stand out; for instance, light colors on a dark background, dark type on
light background, or overlays of similar colors from pale to deep tones.
Copy: the text message wordscontained in a sign.
Copy area: the sections of a sign that contain text message as opposed to imagery or pictorial
elements.
Cost per thousand (CPM): the cost of bringing a message to the attention of a thousand
viewers. CPM is calculated by dividing the cost of a given advertising medium by the number of
individuals who will view or be exposed to the medium. Well-designed and displayed signage on
buildings or on vehicles is seen by so many individuals on a daily basis that signage is
considered one of the most cost-effective modes of advertising, with low CPM.

Custom signs: a sign made to a customer's specifications, including their logo, copy and
colors.

Decals: a printed film, usually made of vinyl, with a pressure sensitive adhesive.

Dimensional letters: cast, molded, fabricated, or cut-out lettering or design (logo) applied to
create a raised image on signage.
Directional signs: signage that help drivers and pedestrians to navigate a given location or
event, whether interior or exterior. For example, parking signs, signs featuring destinations with
arrows, etc.
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Directory signs: signage listing names and locations for multiple business tenants in a
building, or the companies in an industrial or office park.
Double-faced signs: signage with two fronts, hung so that the message can be seen from
either side (see projecting sign).
Electric signs: signage that contains moving or lighted elements wired for electricity.
Electronic message centers: signage that features changeable text and/or illustrations, using
computer software or other technology to automate the messages delivery schedule.
Exterior illuminated signs: sign lit by a light source apart from and aimed at the face of the
sign (not lit from within).
Face: the front of a sign, where the message is carried.
Fascia signs: sign mounted on a building face (wall).
Flashing signs: a lighted sign that turns on and off, creating the illusion of movement and
attracting attention to the signs message. Flashing signs usually contain a single primary
message that is repeated over and over as the sign cycles on and off.
Flat cutout letters: dimensional letters cut from a broad sheet of metal or composite.

Fleet graphics: a vehicle graphic or wrap template applied to multiple vehicles operated by one
company. A great way to build brand recognition and gain exposure while off premise. A well
designed fleet can make a business appear larger and enhances their visibility in the
communities they service.

Fluorescent lamp or tube: the glass tube in fluorescent lighting that contains luminescent
vapor that lights up when electrified. Fluorescent lamps are manufactured to fit into standard
ballast sizes or electrical receptacles.
Font: a unified design for a set of letters, numbers, and punctuation marks, incorporating
specifications for standard roman typeface, boldface, italic, and all combinations of these (e.g.,
bold italic).
Freestanding signs: signage installed on posts or other supports that are not attached to any
building or structure. A sign that stands on its own.
Front-lighted letters: channel letter illuminated from behind or containing a light source, with
translucent face that conveys light forward.
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Full service sign company: signage provider with ability to shepherd a project through the
entire process from site selection through engineering, permitting, design, manufacture, and
installation. Also, a provider of short and long-term signage, interior and exterior, for all
applications.
Ground signs: freestanding, self-contained sign not supported by posts or other structures.
Incandescent bulbs: a vacuum sealed lamp (bulb) that directs an electrical charge through a
filament, which glows hot and gives off light.
Legibility: ability to decipher lettering and message elements based on design and fabrication
quality of signage. How well a sign can be seen and read.
Logo: a unique design composed of text, letters, and/or images that represent a companys
brand or identity.
Mall signage: wall-mounted, banners, POS/POP, and all types of signs located within the
interior of commercial buildings or malls.
Marquee: a substantially constructed canopy often of wood, metal, and/or glass components
constructed to overhang an entrance to define the space and provide shelter to those entering
and leaving.
Marquee signs: lettering and imagery affixed to a marquee canopy, sometimes refering to the
canopy itself along with the message text and images. Typical marquee signage is found at the
entry to theaters and movie houses overhanging the box office and announcing current and
future shows.
Menu boards: changeable copy signs, typically used by retailers to list items and prices of
good currently offered, or by food service and restaurateurs to describe daily meals offered.
Often constructed with use of track lettering.
Message centers: variable message sign controlled by computer or other off-site means,
allowing message to be updated from a remote location.
Mobile signs: sign mounted on a flatbed or other vehicle for transportation to various locations
where it is temporarily being used.
Monument signs: a freestanding, low-profile ground sign.
Neon signs: sign fashioned from continuous hollow tubing bent in the shape of letters or
images, filled with gases that glow when an electrical current is passed through the tubing.
Neon tubing: hollow tubing that is bent into shape and filled with various inert gases that glow
different colors when electrical current is passed through them.
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Off-premise signs: a sign not directly associated with the property or location at which it is
displayed; e.g. outdoor advertising or event announcements displayed at locations unaffiliated
with the product or event that is the subject of the sign.
On-premise signs: signage related to the goods and services offered at the property or
location at which it is displayed, such as store names, theater marquees, building directories,
monument signs, POP banners, etc.
Open channel letters: dimensional letters with open fronts that, when illuminated, reveal the
light source. At times, open channel letters use a sheet of transparent material to protect any
interior elements.
Painted wall signs: wall-mounted building sign with lettering and imagery on face surface.
Pan channel letters: I have no idea. Three-dimensional letter with sides and back constructed
to hold embossed or debossed panel for front of letter.
Pan faces: a three-dimensional sign face (front) that includes molded raised or inset design
elements; sometimes called embossed or debossed face.
Permanent signs: durable signage mounted or affixed for long-term use, not easily removed,
and resistant to weather and other wear and tear.
Point of Purchase signs (POP; also Point of Sale, POS): signage posted at the location of
goods and services offered for sale, advertising items or special sales.
Portable signs: signage not permanently affixed to a building or ground, nor wired for electricity
or other utility, and easily removed to another location with little or no need for tools or special
equipment.
Post and panel signs: sign installed by mounting on a single or multiple support posts.
Projecting signs: building-mounted sign installed perpendicular to the fascia of the building
(appropriate mounting for double-faced sign).
Push-through: lettering or logo image cut through the sign face and backing material and
mounted or inlaid so the sign looks as if the lettering or image had been pushed through, up,
and out of the sign. Sometimes push-through lettering is backlit through the sign, or the fascia
of the lettering is translucent to allow lighting the imagery from behind.
Pylon signs: freestanding sign with visible supporting posts or other foundational structure.
Raceways: for electrical signs, the enclosure that holds sign elements, which may also be the
structural element that is mounted on a wall or other support element.
Readability (also called conspicuity): how well the sign can be perceived and understood
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by viewers; the level of clarity that allows the message to come through.
Returns: for channel letters, the sides of the letters.
Reverse channel letters: channel letter with opaque face and side walls.
Roof signs: signage mounted on the roof of a building.
Sidewalk/sandwich signs: portable and relatively lightweight signage constructed to stand
independently, not mounted or affixed to its location, often fabricated as A-frame.
Signs: graphic or visual display to inform viewers about the particular location, and/or to
advertise a company, product, service, or event.
Sign band: the area above the entrances to a tenant spaces in a multi-tenant complex where
the tenants can post signage specific to their occupancy.
Signage: aggregate of signs for a particular use or location
Single-face signs: a sign with only one side carrying the message.
Stationary signs: a sign that is mounted in a permanent manner, usually including electrical
power service that makes it difficult to move the sign without specific tools or equipment.

Stickers: a printed film, usually made of vinyl, with a pressure sensitive adhesive.
Temporary signs: any sign intended for short-term us or not permanently mounted at the
display site, including such items as banners, political lawn signs, and construction site panels.
Time and temperature display: an electrified sign with a variable lighted message showing the
current time interchanged with the current temperature, often displayed as elements in larger
signs created for banks, corporations, institutions, or organizations.
Transformers: electrical equipment that takes available voltage and current at a site and
converts it to the levels required by elements in the signage.
Under-canopy signs: sign designed to be mounted under a canopy
Variable message signs: like a changeable message sign, one that is designed to convey
differing messages at different times. Also includes changeable message, changeable copy,
time and temperature sign, electronic message center, and menu board.
Variance: permission from a municipality for signage or installation to vary from regulated sign
specifications. Variances are awarded or denied following a hearing before appropriate boards
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and commissions with authority to review sign design and usage requests.

Vehicle lettering: text, graphics or logos applied to the doors, sides, hood, roof, windows or
tailgates of cars, vans or trucks. One of the most inexpensive and effective ways for businesses
of all sizes to advertise while off premise.

Vehicle wraps: graphically designed vinyl configured and cut to fit a specific vehicle that, when
installed, encases the vehicle in the graphic design to create a dynamic, eye-catching, mobile
advertisement.
Visibility: as in readability, how well the sign can be perceived and understood by viewers; how
well the sign can be seen against its surroundings.
Wall signs: sign mounted on the wall of a building.
Wayfinding: as with directional signage, that which assists viewers or travelers in finding their
way to a destination.

Window signs (graphics): signs displayed in window, or graphics applied directly to the
window, often adhesive backed vinyl permanently affixed to the interior of the glass.
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